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In the theory of linear recursive sequences over a field K there is a natural
w x  .action of the polynomial ring K x on sequences the end-off left shift , and every
w xideal of K x is the annihilator with respect to this action of some sequence s. This
w xis a direct consequence of the fact that K x is a principal ideal domain. In
dimension n G 2 the analogue of a sequence is a tableau, and there is an
w xanalogous action of K x , x , . . . , x on tableaus. However, a given ideal of1 2 n
w x w xK X s K x , x , . . . , x is not necessarily the annihilator of some tableau. We1 2 n
will give an example in Section 2. Our main result is to characterize an important
subset of those ideals which are annihilators. More specifically, in the theory of
w xlinear recursive sequences, an ideal I of K x and a finite set of initial conditions
 .the initial fill completely determine a sequence annihilated by I. This is a
w xconsequence of the fact that K x r I is a finite-dimensional K-vector space. In
order for a tableau to be completely determined by an ideal I and a finite set of
w xinitial conditions, we must have that K X r I is a finite-dimensional K-vector
space, i.e., the only primes containing I are maximal, i.e., I is a 0-dimensional
ideal. In particular, if m is maximal and I is m-primary then I is 0-dimensional.
Using methods of primary decomposition, we will be able to reduce to this case.
Following a suggestion of B. Sturmfels, we show that a 0-dimensional ideal is the
annihilator of some tableau if and only if it is Gorenstein. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS FOR TABLEAUS
Let x , x , . . . , x be indeterminates. We will use X to represent them.1 2 n
 .For an n-tuple of nonnegative integers a s a , a , . . . , a , we will denote1 2 n
a1 a2 an a w xthe monomial x x . . . x by X . Let K be a field, and let R s K X be1 2 n
the ring of polynomials in n variables over K. Since we will be working
with Grobner bases, we once and for always fix a term order on X. For anÈ
 .element p g R we will denote its lead term by lt p and its support, the
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indices a for which X a has nonzero coefficient in p, by I . For an idealp
I ; R we will denote the ideal generated by the lead terms of elements of
 .I, the so-called leading-term ideal, by LT I , and we will denote the set of
n  .all a g N such that S I . If B is a Grobner basis for an ideal I, andÈI
p g R, then we will denote the reduction of p by the basis B by p .I I
n A tableau T over K is a set-theoretic map T :N ª K convention,
.0 g N , i.e., an n-dimensional semi-infinite array. For an n-tuple of
 .  .nonnegative integers i s i , i , . . . , i , we will denote T i , i.e., the1 2 n
i i . . . i th entry of the tableau T , by T . We will denote the set of all1 2 n i
n-dimensional tableaus over K by T K. Under componentwise additionn
 .  . Kand the scalar multiplication given by cT s c T , T becomes a K-vec-i i n
tor space. Define an action of a monomial X a on a tableau T by
X aT s T . i aqi
 .i.e., the n-dimensional end-off shift operator and extend this action
K-linearly to make T K into an R-module, i.e., for p g R withn
p s c X a a
agI p
we have
pT s c T . . i a aqi
agI p
Let T g T K, and let p g R. If pT s 0 then we will say that p annihi-n
lates T. The set of all such p for a given tableau T forms an ideal of R,
 .  .which we will denote by Ann T . Note that Ann T s R if and only if
 .T s 0. For a set T of tableaus we define Ann T to be the set of all
 .p g R which annihilate every element T g T. Clearly Ann T is an ideal
 .   . 4and Ann T s l Ann T N T g T . On the other hand, given an ideal I
 .of R, we denote by I I the set of all tableaus which are annihilated by I.
 .  .In fact, T I is a vector space over K. Note that 0 g T I for any ideal I,
 .and that 0 s T R .
We next investigate a natural duality. For a tableau T g T K andn
 .an element f g R define Tf s fT . This gives a K-bilinear mapping0
T = R ª K. Let I ; R be an ideal and denote residues modulo I by bars.
 .The mapping above induces a K-bilinear mapping T I = RrI ª K by
 .  .  .  .T , f ¬ Tf , since f g I and T g T I imply that Tf s fT s 0 s 0.0 0
 .Moreover for T g T I , if we let j be the linear functional on RrI givenT
 .  .  .by j f s Tf , then the map T I ª RrI * induced by T ¬ j isT T
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injective. Indeed
j s 0 « j f s 0 ; f g RrI .T T
« Tf s 0 ; f g RrI
« Tf s 0 ; f g R since T g T I .
« TX i s 0 ; i g Nn
« X iT s T s 0 ; g Nn . 0 i i
« T s 0.
 .  .Thus T I is a subset of RrI *, the dual space of RrI. Moreover, every
 .  .element of RrI * is obtainable in this way. To see this, let l g RrI *.
l l i a .  .Define T by T s l X . Then, for f s  c X g RrI we havei ag I af
l l
lj f s fT s c T . .  aT a0
agI f
as c l X . a
agI f
as l c X a /
agI f
s l f .
and if f g I then
fT l s c T l . .  aq iai
agI f
aq is c l X . a
agI f
aq is l c X a /
agI f
i as l X c X a /
agI f
i is l X f s l X 0 s 0 .  .
l  .and thus T g T I . We have proved
 .PROPOSTION 1.1. Let I ; R be an ideal. Then T I can be naturally
identified with the dual space of RrI as ¨ector spaces o¨er K.
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w xConstruction 1.2. Let I be a 0-dimensional ideal of R s K X . Then
 .every member of T I can be constructed as follows.
 .  a  .4Recall S I s a N X f LT I . Since I is 0-dimensional this is a finite
 .  .set. Let f : S I ª K be any nonzero set-theoretic map. By the GrobnerÈ
basis process, for any monomial X i, there are unique constants d i. g Ka
such that
X i s d i.X a . . I a
 .agS I
Define T componentwise by
T s d i.f a . .i a
 .agS I
Let p g I. We will show that pT s 0. Since p g I, X jp g I for any
n  j .j g N , and so we have X p s 0, which can explicitly be written asI
0 s X jp s c X iq j . .  IiI
igI p
s c d iqj.X a i a
igI  .agS Ip
s d iqj.c X a  a i
 . igIagS I p
which implies that for any j g Nn
d iqj.c s 0 a i
igI p
 .for each a g S I . Thus
pT s c T . j  i iqj
igI p
s c d iqj.f a . i a
igI  .agS Ip
s c d iqj. f a .  i a /
 . igIagS I p
s 0.
 . Moreover, since T I is a natural K dual space of RrI which is finite
.dimensional since I is 0-dimensional , the tableaus above obtained by
 .varying f are precisely T I . We note that though we chose a GrobnerÈ
 .basis of I, the set T I does not depend on our choice.
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2. ANNIHILATOR IDEALS OF TABLEAUS
w x   ..PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I ; R s K X be an ideal. Then I s Ann T I .
Proof. The inclusion ; follows from the definitions. Conversely, if
f f I then f , the residue class of f modulo I, is nonzero, and hence there
l .is a linear functional l on RrI for which l f / 0. Let T be the tableau
l i l .  .  .given by T s l X . As seen in Proposition 1.1, T g T I . Writingi
f s  f X a we haveI af
fT l s f T l . .  aa0
I f
as f l X . a
I f
as l f X a /
I f
s l f / 0 .
  ..and hence f f Ann T I .
 .We say that an ideal I ; R is an annihilator ideal if I s Ann T for
 .some tableau T. Clearly I is an annihilator ideal if and only if I s Ann T
 .for some T g T I . If m is a maximal ideal then m is an annihilator
ideal. Indeed, by Construction 1.2 we construct a nonzero tableau T such
 .  .that m ; Ann T n R, and by maximality it follows that m s Ann T .
However, not every ideal of R is an annihilator ideal.
w xEXAMPLE 2.2. In the ring R s F x, y the 0-dimensional ideal I s2
 .2x q 1, y q 1 is not an annihilator ideal.
 .It's not hard to argue that elements of T I are periodically determined
by the four entries in the lower left hand corner, and that the following are
the only eight possibilities:
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0T s , T s , T s , T s1 3 5 7 /  /  /  /0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1T s , T s , T s , T s .2 4 6 8 /  /  /  /1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
The corresponding annihilator ideals are
Ann T s R , Ann T s Ann T s x q 1, y2 q 1 .  .  .  .1 3 4
Ann T s Ann T s x 2 q 1, y q 1 , Ann T s x q 1, y q 1 .  .  .  . .5 6 2
Ann T s Ann T s x 2 q 1, y2 q 1, xy q 1, x q y s I , x q y .  .  . .7 8
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all of which properly contain I. The natural question that arises is whether
we can somehow characterize annihilator ideals. It turns out that the
Gorenstein property holds the answer when I is 0-dimensional. For the
purposes of this exposition the characterization given below in Fact 2.4 will
 .serve as our definition of Gorenstein. Recall that the ideal quotient J : K
 .  4of two ideals J, K of a ring S is defined by J : K s s g S N sK ; J .
FACTS 2.3. Let S be a ring, let J, K, L be ideals of S, and let P be a prime
ideal of S. Then
 .  .  .1 J : K > J, and J : K s S m K ; J;
 .  . .  .2 J : K : L s J : KL ;
 .  .  .  .3 J : K q L s J : K l J : L ;
 .  .4 If S is Noetherian and J is P-primary then J : P q J.
 .  .5 J : P rJ is an RrP-module. In particular, if P is maximal then it is
an RrP-¨ ector space.
 .  .  .Proof. Items 1 , 2 , and 3 are straightforward applications of the
 .definition of ideal quotient. For 4 , since S is Noetherian and J is
t  .P-primary there is a positive integer t such that P ; J. By 1 we have
 .  .J ; J : P , and if equality held, then we would have by 2 that
J s J : P s J : P : P s J : P 2 s ??? s J : P t s S .  .  .  . .
 .  .a contradiction. For 5 note that if f g P and g g J : P , then fg g J and
 .hence multiplication of J : P rJ by elements of RrP is well-defined.
Though not used in the sequel, the following facts are worthy of note.
They follow from Fact 2.3 and the definitions.
w xFACTS. Let T be a tableau o¨er K, and let f , f , f , . . . , f g K X . Then1 2 t
 .  .   . .1 Ann fT s Ann T : f ;
 .   .  .. t   . .2 Ann T : f , f , . . . , f s l Ann T : f .1 2 t ss1 s
DEFINITION 2.4. Let S be a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal n ,
and let J be an n-primary ideal of S. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 J is Gorenstein;
 .  . .2 Dim J : n rJ s 1;Srn
 .3 The intersection of any two nonzero ideals of SrJ is nonzero.
w xProof. See K, 3.18, 3.19 .
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The ideal S is vacuously Gorenstein. Furthermore, we say that in a
 .Noetherian not necessarily local ring S that an ideal J is Gorenstein if
 .SrJ is Gorenstein for each maximal ideal n of S.n
FACT 2.5. Let S be a Noetherian ring, let P be a maximal of S, and let J
 .be P-primary. Then if J is Gorenstein and K q J, then K > J : P .
Proof. If K s S then we are done. If K / S then J ; K implies P
’ ’s J ; K and hence K is also P-primary. By the correspondence
between the P-primary ideals of S and the PS -primary ideals of S cf.P P
w x.AM, 4.8 , and since localization commutes with ideal quotients in a
 w x.Noetherian ring cf. AM, 3.15 , we may assume that S is local with
 .  .  .maximal ideal P. By Fact 2.4 3 we have J n K l J : P ; J : P , and
 .hence upon considering these relations modulo J, by Fact 2.4 2 it must be
 .  .  .that K l J : P s J : P , i.e., K > J : P .
A restatement of Fact 2.5 is that given a Gorenstein ideal J with
 .maximal radical P in a Noetherian ring, the ideal quotient J : P is the
smallest ideal properly containing J. The following result is local in nature
and the main result will follow by primary decomposition.
THEOREM 2.6. Let m be a maximal ideal of R and assume that I is an
m-primary ideal. Then I is Gorenstein m I is an annihilator ideal.
 .Proof. First suppose I s Ann T is an annihilator ideal. For f g m
 .  .and g g I : m we have fg g Ann T , and so we can define a map
 .  .c : I : m ª T m by c : g ¬ gT , which is an R-module homomorphism
with kernel I. Thus we have an injection c ,
I : m .
c : ª T m + Rrm .
I
 .the latter isomorphism follows from duality 1.1 . Moreover, since I is
 .m-primary, the domain of c is non-trivial by Fact 2.3 4 , and hence upon
 .localization at m , we see that the Rrm-dimension of m R : IR rIR ism m m
equal to 1, i.e., IR is Gorenstein. If m9 is any maximal ideal which doesm
not contain I, then IR s R is Gorenstein. Hence I is Gorenstein.m 9 m 9
Conversely, assume that I is Gorenstein. We give two proofs, the first
nonconstructive and the second constructive. First, let B be a finite basis
 .of T I . Then by Proposition 2.1
I s Ann T I s F Ann T N T g B . 4 .  . .
 .If I q Ann T for all T g B, then since I is Gorenstein, it follows that
  ..   ..  .I n Ann T I using Fact 2.4 3 , a contradiction. Thus I s Ann T for
some T g B, and so I is an annihilator.
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The constructive proof uses Grobner bases. Since I is m-primary,È
 .  .  .I : m q I by Fact 2.3 3 . Let g g I : m _ I. Let B be a Grobner basisÈI
 .of I. Then g , the reduction of g relative to B , is in I : m _ I. WriteI I
a b  .  .  .g s  c X and suppose that c X s lt g c f 0 . Let T g T II ag S  I . a b I b
be the tableau constructed by the method of Construction 1.2 with the
 .function f : S I ª K given by
1, if a s b
f a s .  0, otherwise.
 .We now claim that Ann T s I. With a view towards contradiction,
 .  .  .suppose that I n Ann T . By Fact 2.5, I : m ; Ann T and hence g gI
 .Ann T , but
g T s c T . i a a0
 .agS I
s c f a . a
 .agS I
s c / 0b
 .a contradiction. Thus I s Ann T .
 .Before stating and proving the main result 2.9 we prove two lemmas.
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let T be a tableau and let I ; Ann T . Suppose that
 .I s I l I l ??? l I where the I are pairwise coprime 1 F s F t . Then1 2 t s
 .  .there are unique tableaus T i F S F t with I ; Ann T and T s T qs s s 1
 .  .T q ??? qT . Moreo¨er, if I s Ann T then I s Ann T for each s.2 t s s
Proof. We proceed by induction of t, beginning with the case t s 2. We
 .  .have f g I s s 1, 2 such that f q f s 1. Hence T s f q f T s f Ts s 1 2 1 2 1
q f T. Let T s f T and T s f T. Let a g I . Then aT s af T s 0 since2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
 .  .af g I I ; I l I s I ; Ann T . Hence a g Ann T and so I ;2 1 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .  .Ann T . Moreover, if I s Ann T , then a g Ann T implies af T s1 1 2
 .aT s 0 so af g Ann T s I s I l I ; I . Hence a s af q af g I1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
 .and so I s Ann T . Repeat these arguments for I . For uniqueness, if1 1 2
T 9 , T 9 are annihilated by I and I , respectively, and T 9 q T 9 s T q1 2 1 2 1 2 1
T , then let U s T 9 y T s T y T 9. Then2 1 1 2 2
U s f q f U s f T 9 y T q f T y T 9 s 0 .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
 .and hence T 9 s T s s 1, 2 . For the general case, write I s J l Js s 1 2
where J s I and J s I l I l ??? l I , and apply the t s 2 case and1 1 2 2 3 t
the induction hypothesis.
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 .  .LEMMA 2.8. Let T 1 F s F t be tableaus with annihilators Ann Ts s
which are pairwise coprime. Then
Ann T q T q ??? qT s Ann T l Ann T l ??? l Ann T . .  .  .  .1 2 t 1 2 t
Proof. Again the proof is by induction on t and we first consider the
 .case t s 2. The inclusion > is clear by definition. Let a g Ann T q T ,1 2
 .and let g g Ann T be such that g q g s 1. Then aT q aT s 0.i i 1 2 1 2
Multiplying through by g we get that g aT s 0. Hence aT s ag T q2 2 1 1 1 1
 .  .ag T s 0 q 0 s 0 and so a g Ann T . To show a g Ann T is similar,2 1 1 2
and the rest of the induction is straightforward.
w xTHEOREM 2.9. Let I be a 0-dimensional ideal of K X . Then I is an
annihilator ideal if and only if I is Gorenstein.
Proof. Since I is 0-dimensional, there is a primary decomposition
I s Q l Q l ??? l Q where Q s m is a maximal ideal for 1 F i F t.’1 2 t i i
 .Now if I s Ann T for some tableau T then by Lemma 2.7 there are
 .  .tableaus T 1 F i F t with Ann T s Q such that T s T . By Theoremi i i i
2.6, each Q is Gorenstein, hence IR s Q R is Gorenstein for eachi m i mi i
1 F i F t and hence I is Gorenstein. Conversely, if I is Gorenstein, then
 .so is each Q and by Theorem 2.6 there are tableaus T s Ann Q fori i i
 .each i. Put T s T . By Lemma 2.8 we have I s Ann T .i
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